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1987 32' x 12' STEEL TUG

“FAITHFUL SERVANT” 492’ x 148’

2010 GROVE RT880E

2016 HYSTER H190FT

WELLMAN 26' x 120'

James G. Murphy Co.
1.800.426.3008 - 425.486.1246 - murphyauction.com
**FAITHFUL SERVANT - GENERAL DESCRIPTION**

The Faithful Servant is the former semi-submersible barge Lucky Angel. The dock was originally built in 1979 and classed by the Chinese Classification Society (CCS). The dock underwent extensive mid-life upgrade and refurbishment in 2002/2003 under the same CCS class standards and was maintained under class until 2007. While its original non-lift transfer operations allowed a maximum lift/transfer weight of 20,000 L.Tons, dedicated service as a drydock necessitates a greatly reduced lift capacity typically 6,500 to 8,500 depending on weight and center of gravity properties of the vessel being docked.

*To be sold subject to lenders approval*

**Principal Dimensions**

- Length (Overall): 492.0 FT
- Length (Waterline): 483.5 FT
- Breadth-Main Hull (Moulded, excluding Aft Towers): 131.2 FT
- Breadth (L0A Including Aft Tower Tanks): 148.2 FT
- Depth to Pontoon Deck (Moulded): 27.88 FT
- Depth Overall (Total Hull and Superstructure): 67.26 FT
- Dock Frame Spacing: 8.2 FT
- Keel Block Height (Standard including 4” Crushers): 3.83 FT
- Keel Block Height (Maximum including 4” Crushers): 6.33 FT

**AFDL 45 - GENERAL DESCRIPTION**

Concrete floating dock, built in 1945, 3200 LT lift capacity, 389’ length 84’ beam, length over Keel blocks 345 FT. Clear width 53.2 FT. Maximum draft over Keel Blocks 19 FT. Has service connections for electricity—800 Amps at 480 VAC 60 HZ 3 Phase, potable water, sewage collection risers, saltwater cooling water system, 75 GPM at 90 PSI *To be sold subject to lenders approval*

**1944 WELLMAN ENGINEERING - GENERAL DESCRIPTION**

Pedestal mounted lattice boom barge crane, 62-ton gross capacity, 26’x120’ barge, 360 degree rotation

*To be sold subject to lenders approval*
1987 TUG "HOOK UP" 32’X12’ STEEL TUG, 13GRT, 10NRT, TONANCO DRIVE, JOHN DEERE LUGGER L6466A/KC/BT DIESEL ENGINE, RADAR, JOG STICK, TOW BIT, DECK WINCH

2010 GROVE RT880E 80-TON CRANE, 4-SECTION BOOM, LMI, PAT LOAD SCALE, TRIMBLE GS 320 ANAMOMETER, CUMMINS QSB 6.7 DIESEL, A/C CAB, JIB, 120’ OVERALL BOOM, AIR BRAKES, OUTRIGGERS, MAIN & AUX. BLOCKS, CAB TILT, HOUR METER READS: 4,589, S/N: 231408

1980 GROVE RT-740 40-TON CRANE, GREER TUBE LOCK, 4-SECTION BOOM, MAIN & AUX. BLOCK, OUTRIGGERS, CUMMINS DIESEL, S/N: 46219

2016 HYSTER H190FT 17,600 LB PROPANE FORKLIFT, SIDE SHIFT, POWER FORKS, 2-STAGE MAST, DUAL CUSHION TIRES, FINGERTIP CONTROLS, HOUR METER READS: 745, S/N: B299V01848P

1971 P&H 9125 140-TON, 4 AXLE LATTICE BOOM TRUCK CRANE

1979 FRUEHAUF T/A STEP DECK VAN TRAILER W/WELDERS, CABINETS, GRINDERS, WORKSHOP & ASSORTED SUPPORT TOOLS, S/N: WAV127301

1994 CHEVROLET CHEYENNE 12‘ FLATBED TRUCK, V8, GAS, 5 SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION, DRW, ODOMETER READS: 105,522

[3] EZ-GO 2 DOOR ELECTRIC CARTS W/6’ BEDS, HOUR METERS READS: 2,124, 1,646 & 9,323

[3] TAYLOR-DUNN ELECTRIC CARTS W/6’ BEDS, HOUR METERS READS: 3,638, 2,063 & 1,654

[2] LEGEND ELECTRIC CARTS W/6’ BEDS

YOKAHAMA MOORING BUOYS
CINCINNATI 300H 300 TON, 14’ HYDRAULIC PRESS BREAK, FOOT CONTROLS, 12” STROKE, 12’ BETWEEN CENTERS, 440V, 3-PHASE, S/N: 39442
CINCINNATI 6510 10’ SHEAR, 3/4” MILD STEEL CAP., FOOT CONTROL, BACK GAUGE, 460V, 3-PHASE, S/N: 42538
UNI-HYDRO 66-24 66 TON HYDRAULIC IRON WORKER W/ TOOLING, S/N: 3P66482
SCOTCHMAN 6509 65 TON IRONWORKER, 5 HP, 460V, 3-PHASE, S/N: 3275M888
SCOTCHMAN F185 85 TON IRONWORKER, 5 HP, 230V, 3-PHASE (NEEDS REPAIR)
METAL MUNCHER MM-70 70 TON IRONWORKER W/ FOOT CONTROLS, S/N: 03410696
LONGEM 1550 16”X64” LATHE, 2” THRU SPINDLE, 8” 3-JAW CHUCK, TOOL POST
DALIAN #2 26”X120” SWING LATHE, 4-JAW CHUCK, TOOL POST, STEADY REST (NEEDS REPAIR)
BRIDGEPORT SERIES 1 2 HP VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE, 9”X48” POWER T-SLOT TABLE, VARIABLE SPINDLE SPEED, MITUTOYO DIGITAL READOUT, S/N: 226553
BRIDGEPORT SERIES 2 2 HP VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE, 9”X42” T-SLOT TABLE, VARIABLE SPINDLE SPEED, MITUTOYO DIGITAL READOUT, S/N: 209610
MARVEL HORIZONTAL METAL CUTTING BANDSAW, 18” THROAT, 30” T-SLOT TABLE W/ HYDRAULIC HOLD DOWN & 20’ ROLLCASE
2014 ROGERS ONW-V-200-H 200 HP VSD SKID MOUNTED ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, ZEKS 1000HSFA400 DRYER, RECEIVER TANK, BUILDING, HOUR METER READS: 29,382, S/N: 1406519164
2010 ROGERS ONW-G-1523-F 350 HP SKID MOUNTED ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, HOUR METER READS: 3,783, S/N: 1006515892
INGERSOLL RAND SSR-EPE200-2S 200 HP, 990 CFM SKID MOUNTED AIR COMPRESSOR W/ INGERSOLL RAND TM1000 AIR DRYER, HOUR METER READS: 72,382, S/N: FF183SU99307
QUINCY 360BZ 75 HP ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, HOUR METER READS: 67,301, S/N: 870652
PARKER HYDRAULIC HOSE FITTING PRESS W/ DIES
(4) LINCOLN FOUR PACK WELDING UNITS W/ (4) LINCOLN FLEXTEC 450 CC/ CV DC WELDERS
MILLER TRAILBLAZER 280 NT CC/ CV, AC/ DC, 8,000 WATT GENERATOR WELDER
MILLER TRAILBLAZER 302 CC/ CV, AC/ DC, DIESEL GENERATOR WELDER
MILLER DIMENSION 652 CC/ CV, DC WELDING POWER SOURCE
MILLER TRAILBLAZER 280 NT CC/ CV, AC/ DC, 8,000 WATT GENERATOR WELDER
(3) MILLER XMT 304 CC/ CV, DC INVERTER ARC WELDER
MILLER BIG 50 DIESEL CC, DC WELDING POWER GENERATOR
MILLER XMT 304 DC INVERTER ARC WELDER
MILLER XMT 456 CC/ CV, DC INVERTER ARC WELDER
(2) LINCOLN LN-25 WIRE FEEDER
MILLER XMT 304 CC/ CV, DC INVERTER ARC WELDER
(3) MILLER DIMENSION 652 CC/ CV DC WELDING POWER SOURCES
MILLER SYNCROWAVE 300 AC/ DC TUNGSTEN ARC OR SHIELDED METAL ARC POWER SOURCE W/ TWECO TC900 WATER COOLER
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MILLER DELTA WELD 451 CONSISTANT VOLTAGE DC ARC WELDING POWER SOURCE W/MILLER XR-W EXTENDED REACH WIRE FEEDER

(20+) LINCOLN LN-25X SUITCASE WELDERS
MILLER XMT 304 DC INVERTER ARC WELDER
HYPER THERM POWERMAX 800 PLASMA CUTTER
THERMAL DYNAMICS PAK MASTER 150 XL PLASMA CUTTING SYSTEM
HYPER THERM POWERMAX 1000 PLASMA CUTTER
RIDGID 525 PIPE MACHINE
RIDGID 535 PIPE THREADER
RIDGID 300 PIPE THREADER
RIDGID PIPE STANDS

2010 INDUSTRIAL VACUUM 42HF33SE2 20,000 ACFM SKID MOUNTED PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR, S/N:B0175-01
CLEMCO BIG CLEM T/A PORTABLE BLAST POT
1986 SANDSTORM BOWEN-BLASTER T/A PORTABLE BLAST POT, S/N:86-0017
SANDBLAST SHOP TO INCLUDE: APPROX. 16’X30’X10’ DRIVE IN BOOTH, DUST COLLECTOR/HOPPER, CLEMCO 245 BLAST POT, CLEMCO RECLAIM SYSTEM, (2) CLEMCO SPARE POTS, CONTROLS & VERTICAL TANK
SHOP BUILT VERTICAL BLAST POT
CLEMCO BIG CLEM J08156 160CF T/A PORTABLE BLAST POT

2010 INDUSTRIAL VACUUM DC1200ES 12,000 CFM PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR

(2) POWER TEMP SYSTEMS 75 KVA TEMPORARY POWER CENTERS

2016 SCHMIDT 160CF SKID MOUNTED BLAST POT
GROUP OF CALIBRATION WEIGHTS

2014 INDUSTRIAL VACUUM QC150 QUIET CUBE SKID MOUNTED VACUUM

(2) BLAST POTS
DROYCO DEHUMIDIFIER
3-JAW CHUCK
12” 4-JAW CHUCK
(5+) HOLD DOWN SETS
SAFETY KLEEN 16 PARTS WASHER
ARBOR PRESS
4’X4’X1” SHOP CART W/4” VISE
MITUTOYO CALIPER SET
BOLT INVENTORY
JET HVVS-7M HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL BANDSAW, 3/4 HP, 9” THROAT, SINGLE PHASE
SUNEK 100 TON SHOP PRESS
WESTINGHOUSE DUAL WHEEL PEDESTAL GRINDER
DUAL WHEEL PEDESTAL GRINDER
18” VALVE SURFACER
JET 10” DUAL WHEEL PEDESTAL GRINDER
JET OR-458 1/2 HP BENCH TOP DRILL PRESS

ONLINE BIDDING AVAILABLE
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SHOP BUILT PRESSURE TEST STATION & ENERPAC HYDRAULIC PRESS CYLINDER
PALLETT JACK
JET 8” DUAL WHEEL BENCH GRINDER
END WRENCH INVENTORY
ASSORTED TOOLS
1,000 LB GANTRY CRANE W/CHAIN HOIST & TROLLEY END MILLS
INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
FLAMMABLE CABINET
(4) ROD OVENS
PORTABLE ROD OVENS
DUAL WHEEL BENCH GRINDER
16” PEDESTAL GRINDER
4’X20’X1/2” STEEL LAYOUT TABLE W/VISE
4’X7”X2” STEEL TABLE
5’X5”X2” STEEL TABLE
WELDING TABLE
7’X9” WELDING TABLE
4’X9”X1” STEEL LAYOUT TABLE
8’X20”X1” STEEL LAYOUT TABLE W/6” VISE
(2) 4’X6”X1” STEEL TABLES
4’X8” STEEL TABLE W/VISE
ASSORTED OXYGEN/ACETYLENE HOSES
WELDING WIRE INVENTORY
(4) MILWAUKEE MAG DRILLS
(2) MAG DRILLS
SLUGGER MAG DRILL
LISTA TOOL CABINET W/ASSORTED WELDING SUPPLIES
WELDING ROD INVENTORY
ASSORTED WELDING LEAD
CHAIN RIGGING & PLATE CLAMPS
SHOP BUILT VERTICAL HYDRAULIC PRESS W/ENERPAC HYDRAULIC CYLINDER & POWER TEAM HYDRAULIC PUMP
DOALL 36” VERTICAL BANDSAW
WELDING CURTAINS
GRIZZLY G-1201 VARIABLE SPEED DRILL PRESS
KOIKE ARONSON 108 TRACK BURNER
SYSTEM ONE PARTS CLEANER
FLYING FORKS
(10) LOCKABLE GANG BOXES
ASSORTED PIPE FITTING INVENTORY
(2) FLAMMABLE CABINETS
PIPE INVENTORY
YAMAHA 6 HP, 4 STROKE OUTBOARD
ASSORTED TOOL CABINETS
(2) 3’ TORQUE WRENCHES
STANLEY VIDMAR TOOL CABINET
MACHINE SKATES
(3) BENCH GRINDERS
NUT & BOLT INVENTORY
48” SHOP FAN
AIR HOSE
ELECTRICAL WIRE
ASSORTED TRICYCLES
LADDERS
GRIZZLY 2-BAG DUST COLLECTOR
DEWALT RADIAL ARM SAW
DELTA SANDER
DELTA MITER SAW
BANDING CART
STIHL MS391 CHAIN SAW
(10) STEEL & ALUMINUM GANGWAYS
(10) PORTABLE STAIRCASES
(2) ALUMINUM GANGWAYS
ASSORTED DUNNAGE
FORKLIFT JIB
ASSORTED SCAFFOLDING PARTS
19” FIBERGLASS WORK SKIFF, NO MOTOR, NO SHAFT
STEEL INVENTORY
STEEL PIPE INVENTORY
(4) STEEL PLATFORMS W/STAIRCASES
ASSORTED STEEL CONTAINMENT TUBS
ASSORTED STEEL SAWHORSES
ASSORTED STEEL CHAIN
(7) 20’ SHIPPING CONTAINERS
(6) 40’ SHIPPING CONTAINERS
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BOBCAT SWEEPER ATTACHMENT
TORO SWEEPER ATTACHMENT
BLAST HOSE
(20+) DUMP HOPPERS
CBG TECHNOLOGIES RECYCLING SYSTEM
4,000 GALLON FUEL TANK
PAINT RACK ON CASTERS
UNUSED SANDBLASTING SUPPLIES
42” 15 HP VERTICAL BANDSAW
(135) CONCRETE & STEEL KEEL BLOCKS
FOSDICK 4’x13” RADIAL ARM DRILL
(2) DRYCO CDH-RL2-138 6,000 CFM DEHUMIDIFIERS
CABLE TV ROOM W/ APPROX. (54) PICO MACOM PCM55SAW MODULATORS, (30) DIRECTV RECEIVERS
BLAZER INDUSTRIES 65’x15’ 3 DOOR MOBILE OFFICE TRAILER W/ 4 OFFICES & 1 RESTROOM
BLAZER INDUSTRIES 65’x15’ 4 DOOR MOBILE OFFICE TRAILER W/ 6 OFFICES & 1 RESTROOM
7’x4’ SINGLE DOOR METAL DISPATCH/SECURITY SHACK
(2) EVERGREEN MOBILE 32’x10’ MOBILE MEN & WOMENS RESTROOMS
BLAZER INDUSTRIES 32’x10’ 2 DOOR MOBILE OFFICE BUILDING
STEEL STRUCTURES INC 40’x10’ MOBILE MEN & WOMENS RESTROOM
EVERGREEN MOBILE 32’x12’ 2 DOOR MOBILE OFFICE W/ RESTROOM
EVERGREEN MOBILE 60’x14’ 2 DOOR MOBILE OFFICE BUILDING
(2) EVERGREEN MOBILE 60’x14’ SINGLE DOOR MOBILE OFFICE BUILDINGS
1980 FRUEHAUF T/A 40’ FLATBED TRAILER
SHOP BUILT T/A 40’ FLATBED TRAILER
SHOP BUILT 16’x7’ T/A TRAILER FRAME
LIFE JACKETS
FALL PROTECTION
RADIOS
SPILL CONTAINMENT BOOMS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

10% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL ITEMS
15% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL ONLINE PURCHASES

Due to insurance and safety reasons, children under 12 cannot be admitted

PAYMENT: Full payment must be made by the close of business auction day. CASH, CASHIERS CHECK, WIRE TRANSFER, MASTERCARD OR VISA ONLY. Checks are accepted ONLY with Bank Letter of Guarantee.

REMOVAL: Customers are responsible for removing their items from the auction site. No purchases may be removed during the auction unless announced by the auctioneer. No purchases may be removed until all purchases are paid for. ALL ITEMS MUST BE REMOVED BY 4 PM, THURSDAY, AUGUST 22ND. Removal Hours: One hour after the auction or 8:00 am – 4:00 pm. NO WEEKEND REMOVAL.

WARRANTY DISCLAIMER: ALL SALES ARE FINAL. All items are being sold “As Is, Where Is,” With All Faults and without any warranties as to merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose. The principal, the auctioneer, the advertising coordinator, and any of their agents make no express or implied warranties of any type.

Failure to award bid: Online bidders will not have any claim against the James G. Murphy Co. for failure to submit bids to the auctioneer or any error on the bidding platform. In some instances the bidding platform may show an item awarded to a Online customer however we reserve the right to withdraw a bid awarded in error.

Complete terms and conditions of sale will be available at the time of sale. All information was obtained from sources deemed reliable. Although every precaution has been taken to ensure accuracy, the principal, the James G. Murphy Co., the advertising coordinator, and all of their agents shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions therein. It is for this reason that we recommend that all items be thoroughly inspected prior to the point of sale. Announcements made by the auctioneer at the time of sale take precedence over printed matter. Auctioneer reserves the right to sell accessories, parts or attachments on a separate and/or aggregate basis

ABSENTEE BIDS: Absentee bids will be accepted with 25% Deposit. Absentee bids under $100.00 are not accepted. For complete rules regarding absentee bids call our office or inquire at the auction site.
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